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Why do I need a research question 

or objective?

Focus
Focus your research and 
identify which records 

match

Discipline
Discipline yourself to stay 
on track as you research

Save time
Save yourself time and be 

productive



Your genealogical questions will generally fit one 

of the following categories:

Identify an individualIdentity

Prove a family relationshipRelationship

Discover ancestor actionsActions



Identify an 

individual

– Who is this ancestor?

– Identity factors: names, vital 

facts, relationships, 

residence, military service, 

occupations



Example of an Identity 

objective

The objective of this research project is to identify 

the marriage date and children of Mariah Keaton. 

Mariah was the daughter of William Keaton and Katie Gresham, 

born 27 August 1801 in South Carolina, died 7 July 1886 in Savannah 

Township, Anderson, South Carolina. Mariah married William Sadler. 

She is buried in Ruhamah Methodist Church Cemetery, Anderson 

County.



Prove a Family 

Relationship

– Discover the parents of a 

brick wall ancestor

– Find the spouse of an 

individual

– Locate all of the children 

of a family



Example of Relationship 

Objective

Was William Keaton the father of Lucinda Keaton?

Determine if Willam Keaton, born about 1756-1765 and married 

Katy Gresham in Pendleton, South Carolina, was the father of 

Lucinda (Keaton) Welch. Lucinda was born about 1805 in South 

Carolina and married George Welch.



Discover ancestor 

Actions

– Military service

– Religion

– Community / Government service



Example: Discover 

Ancestor Actions

Was Moses Isenhour a soldier in the Civil War?

Discover the actions of Moses W. Isenhour prior to and during the 

Civil War. He was born in 1823 in Cape Girardeau, Missouri, and died 

16 February 1862 in Fort Thompson, Missouri, United States. Moses 

was the son of John D. Isenhour and Sarah Bailey and married 

Amanda McKinney 1 October 1846 in Montgomery, Arkansas.



Create an objective 

with key identifiers

– Complete names: parents, spouse, 

children; don’t need to include all 

relationships

– Vital information: birth, marriage, death 

dates and places; can be estimated

– Other information like military service, 

occupation, and residence need only be used 

if vital information unknown.



Example without Key 

Identifiers

John D. Isenhour and Sarah Bailey 

had three sons who would have been 

of age to serve in the Civil War. Did 

any of them serve? For what side? 

For how long? Where did they serve?



Example with Key 

Identifiers

The objective for this research project 

is to discover  the Civil War service of 

Josiah  Edmond Isenhour, born 1825 

in Missouri and died 13 December 

1868 in New Orleans, Louisiana. 

Josiah was the son of John D. 

Isenhour and Sarah Bailey.



Analyze What You 
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What do you already know? 

Gather your Sources

Create a 
Timeline

Check the 
Dates 

Analyze the 
Evidence



Create a Timeline

– Create a Google Doc or spreadsheet in Google 
sheets using appropriate headings

– Assemble your sources: histories, records, personal 
knowledge, etc.

– Enter information and color code events

– Analyze events looking for new research 
opportunities

– Make a list of future research suggestions



Sample 

Timeline
– Google Sheets

– Excel

– Table in a Document

– Timeline generated by your 

family tree software



Analyze the 

Evidence

Elizabeth Shown Mills, 

“QuickLesson 17: The Evidence 

Analysis Process Map,” Evidence 

Explained.com

(https://www.evidenceexplained.c

om : accessed 10 September 

2017).

https://www.evidenceexplained.com


Sources: Any material or person that 

contains genealogical information.

Original Source

The actual document or 
image of it: censuses, 

certificates, ships 
passenger list, etc.

Derivative Source

Indexed or abstracted information 
created from an original record: indexed 
marriage collection on FamilySearch, a 

book listing all the gravesites in a 
cemetery, an abstract of a will on an 

online family tree.

Authored Source

An online family tree, a 
family story, a 

biographical sketch, a 
research report, etc.



Original, derivative, or 

authored source?

Miss Martha Lou Houston, Reprint of Official Register of Land 

Lottery of Georgia 1827, (Columbus, Georgia ; Walton-Forbes 

Company 1928) entry for John Royston's orphan of Morgan 

County, p. 206; digitized book, FamilySearch 

(https://familysearch.org accessed 6 Sept 2016), image 214.



Original, 

derivative, 

or authored 

source?
Coy K. Johnston and Hugh B. 

Johnston, William Johnston of Isle 

of Wight County, Virginia and his 

Descendants 1648-1964 (West 

Hartford, Connecticut : Coy K. 

Johnston, 1965) p. 12; digital book 

online, 929.273 J641, FamilySearch 

(https://www.familysearch.org : 

accessed 19 November 2018).



Original, derivative, 

or authored source?

“We are well acquainted with Thomas B. Royston. . . Said Royston 
settled on said quarter prior to January 1837 – that he erected a 
dwelling house unfinish [sic] in which he has lived and made his 
home from that time to the year 1840 . . .and was the head of a 
family having a wife and children”

Thomas B. Royston (DeKalb County) cash entry file, 1842, witness 
statement, state volume patent no.5969, Lebanon, Alabama, Land 
Office; Land Entry Papers 1800-1908, Record Group 49: Records of 
the Bureau of Land Management; National Archives, Washington, 
D.C.



Information : The facts found in 

the source

PRIMARY SECONDARY UNDETERMINED 
OR UNKNOWN



Information

– Primary information – first hand 

knowledge

– Secondary information – second hand 

knowledge

– Undetermined or unknown information –

informant unknown



Who is the informant?

– Undetermined or unknown information:

– Sometimes it’s unclear who is the informant, such as in a 

census record.

– Not until the 1940 census is the census informant 

identified.



Evidence: what you pull from the source 

information to answer your research question.

DIRECT EVIDENCE

CLEARLY STATES THE 
ANSWER TO A RESEARCH 

QUESTION

INDIRECT EVIDENCE

ANSWERS THE RESEARCH 
QUESTION WHEN 

COMBINED WITH OTHER 
EVIDENCE

NEGATIVE EVIDENCE 

OCCURS IN THE ABSENCE 
OF AN EXPECTED 

SITUATION



Indirect Evidence

– The answer to your research question has to

be deduced by combining two or more facts.

– A woman listed as the mother-in-law of the 

head of household in a census record could be 

deduced to be his wife’s mother.



What indirect evidence 

is in this census?

– John LAYTON, Sr. son of John, 56 years

– Monica FRENCH, wife, daughter of James, 50 

years

– Mary Ann FRENCH, sister of Monica, 52 years



Negative 

Evidence

- occurs in the absence 

of an expected 

situation

- what happened to 

John Burnum?



Task

Keep Keep track of your questions, hypotheses, and ideas for future research.

Analyze Analyze the evidence

Check Check the dates

Timeline Make a timeline in Google Sheets or a Chronology in Google Docs



Locality Research

Step 3
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Benefits of Learning 

About the Location

– Make connections in your 
ancestor’s community and discover 
new relatives.

– Break down brick walls in your 
research by knowing where to look 
for records.

– Gain a deeper understanding and 
appreciation for your ancestors.



3 Questions to Ask

What is Happening?

Where is it Happening?

Why is it Happening?



1.  Ask “What is Happening?”

Review your timeline and what you already know about your ancestor to get 

a sense of what is going on in the family.

● When and where did his marriage take place?

● What children were born and where? 

● Where was he living in each possible census record of his life?

● Where and when did he die?

● Are there church, land, court, military, or probate records?



2. Ask “Where is it Happening?”

– Choose a location from your timeline 

or table.

– Learn more about the location with 

maps.



FamilySearch Research 

Places

https://familysearch.org/research/places/

Allows you to search anywhere in the 

world for a place name.



Gazetteers

– The FamilySearch Wiki lists gazetteers for countries and 

U.S. states. 

– Find the Gazetteers section in right side panel of Wiki

– Many have been digitized



Discover the 

migration routes 

leading to the area.

– FamilySearch Wiki contains 
excellent links and information on 
migration routes worldwide.

– Enter “migration” and your 
location into the search box to 
see what you can discover.

– How did the settlement grow?

– Where did the settlers originate?

– Why did your ancestor leave his 
previous home?



FamilySearch Wiki: 

Oklahoma Emigration 

and Immigration

“Only a few thousand non-Indians 
lived in the Territory before 
1889. After the Civil War, a few 
people from the South moved 
into the Indian Territory. 
Anyone wishing to live in this 
area needed permission from 
the Indians, but some white 
settlers tried to move into the 
Territory without permission.”



Jurisdictions

– A jurisdiction is the government or 

religious body that kept the records for the 

area. 

– Learn the jurisdictions of the location so 

you will know where records are kept



Generally the records were kept at

the following levels 

NATIONAL 
RECORDS

FEDERAL CENSUS, 
FEDERAL LAND, 

MILITARY, 
PENSIONS

STATE RECORDS

STATE CENSUS, 
TAX LISTS, LAND 

RECORD, 
PENSIONS, VITAL, 

MILITARY

COUNTY 
RECORDS

COURT, LAND, 
PROBATE, VITAL

CITY / TOWNSHIP 
RECORDS

DIRECTORIES, 
VITAL

CHURCH 
RECORDS

VITAL, 
MEMBERSHIP



Boundary Changes

– European countries changed boundaries repeatedly.

– U.S. territory and state boundaries changed as the 

country grew.

– United States counties typically divided as the 

population grew.

– Know the parent county as the records could be 

kept at that courthouse.



3. Ask “Why is it 

Happening?”

Learn about the history of the area in the 

time your ancestor was living there



3. Ask “Why is it Happening?”

County histories Google Books
search

FamilySearch
Catalog



FamilySearch Catalog entries for keywords: 
“chickasaw nation indian territory”



Research Planning
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5 Steps to Creating a Research Plan

1. Review your 
objective

2. Summarize 
the known 

facts

3. Create a 
working 

hypothesis

4. Identify 
sources to 

search

5. Prioritize 
your research 

strategy



Step 1: Review Your Objective

You have created a timeline analysis. Review that.

Can you revise your objective to be more specific?

• Original Objective: Who is the father of Lucinda?

• Revised Objective: Is William Keaton the father of Lucinda?



Step 2: Summarize the Known Facts  

What do the records show?

Was there a possibility for military service?

Do the census records point to land ownership?

Are there any clues about religion?

Are there court or probate records?

Gather every clue from every document



Step 3: Create a Working 

Hypothesis

Form an educated guess.

What methodology could you use to test 
your hypothesis? 

What records could help?



United States 

Record Finder

https://www.familysearch.org/wiki

/en/United_States_Record_Finder



Tips for forming a hypothesis

• Use specific dates and places in the 
hypothesisSpecific

• Choose the most likely scenario to test 
firstLikely

• Use your intuitionIntuition



Step 4: Identify Sources to 

Search

Use the FamilySearch Wiki, Catalogs, etc.

Identify sources to prove or disprove your hypothesis.



Step 5: Prioritize your Research 

Strategy

Plan Plan searches in specific databases

Most Likely Start with the record most likely to answer your research question

Online Check online records first



Tips for Creating your Research 

Plan

Start

Start with what 
you know

Adjust

Adjust as you 
discover new 
information

Links

Include links to 
specific record 
collections



Source Citations
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Creating Source 

Citations

"England and Wales Census, 1861," William 
H Kelsey household, Camberwell, London, 
Surrey, England; database with images, 
FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org : 
accessed 10 December 2017); citing RG 9, 
piece 382, folio123, page 20, The National 
Archives, Kew, Surrey.



Why should you cite your 

sources?

– To evaluate and analyze each source 

located

– Prove your research findings and 

analysis

– Find the source again

– Enable others to find the source

– Show reasonably exhaustive research



“Citation is an art, not a science.” 

Elizabeth Shown Mills, “Fundamentals of 

Citation,” Evidence Explained, 3rd ed. 

(Baltimore : Genealogical Publishing 

Company, 2015), 41.



Source vs. 

Source 

Citation

What’s the difference?



What is a 

Source?

A document, book, article, 

microfilm, photograph, website, 

etc. that gives you information, 

which becomes evidence in 

proving a conclusion.



What is a Source Citation?

A statement identifying the 
specific location of a source and 
details about that source.

Example

Thomas B. Royston (DeKalb County, Alabama), cash entry file, witness 
statement, state volume patent no. 5909, Lebanon, Alabama Land Office, Land 
Entry Papers, 1800-1908. Record Group 49. Records of the Bureau of Land 
Management, National Archives, Washington, D.C.



These 
footnotes/reference 
notes are the source 
citations. 

Sample Research Report



Source List in 

FamilySearch

– You can put this in order

– Make it into a timeline

– Click on the source to view the 

citation



View the 

Citation
FamilySearch and 

Ancestry generate 

citations for you.

This statement is the 

source citation. 



Close-Up of the Citation



Create Your Citation by answering 5 

questions

Who? What? When?

Where in? Where is?

Board for Certification of Genealogists, Genealogical Standards, (Nashville and New York: Turner Publishing, 2014), 7. and Thomas 
W. Jones, Mastering Genealogical Documentation, (Arlington: National Genealogical Society, 2017), 33-5. Used with permission.



Who Created the Source

– The author 

– The creator - often a religious or government entity

– The informant



Who create the source?

Carter County, Oklahoma, copy of 
original marriage license and 
certificate, unpaginated, Shults-
Rayston, 11 December 1898, Indian 
Territory Southern District, recorded 
1943, County Court Clerk, Ardmore, 
Oklahoma.



What is the source? 

Published works: books, articles, journals, 
websites – italicize

Unpublished work: a personal history, 
interview, collection of loose papers, birth 

registration book - use quotes around the title 
or if not titled describe the record



What is the source? 

Carter County, Oklahoma, copy of original 

marriage license and certificate,

unpaginated, Shults-Rayston,11 

December 1898, Indian Territory 

Southern District, recorded 1943, County 

Court Clerk, Ardmore, Oklahoma.



When was the source created or 

when did the event happen?

– Published source - cite the year of publication; for a 

journal or magazine, add the month or season.

– Website - add the access date. Because URL’s change, 

the date could help 

– Unpublished source - use the date of creation, the date 

of the event it reports, or both.



When was the source created 

or when did the event happen?

Carter County, Oklahoma, copy of 
original marriage license and 
certificate, unpaginated, Shults-
Rayston, 11 December 1898, Indian 
Territory Southern District, recorded 
1943, County Court Clerk, Ardmore, 
Oklahoma.



Where in the book, film, magazine, 

database, etc is the source located?

– Published source - a volume or page number

– Online database - cite the image number or waypoints

– Government certificate - document number.

– Unpublished source - identify an order and describe it: 

“folio 3, page 25.”



Where in the book, film, 

magazine, database, etc is the 

source located?

Carter County, Oklahoma, copy of 
original marriage license and 
certificate, unpaginated, Shults-
Rayston,11 December 1898, Indian 
Territory Southern District, recorded 
1943, County Court Clerk, Ardmore, 
Oklahoma.



Where is the source 

located?

– Published source- place of 

publication

– Website - URL

– Unpublished source – where the 

source can be viewed



Where is the source 

located?

Carter County, Oklahoma, copy of 
original marriage license and 
certificate, unpaginated, Shults-
Rayston,11 December 1898, Indian 
Territory Southern District, recorded 
1943, County Court Clerk, Ardmore, 
Oklahoma.



Layered Citations

The term coined by Elizabeth Shown Mills to describe digital 

sources that contain digital images of original records.

Elizabeth Shown Mills, “Fundamentals of Citation,” Evidence 

Explained, 3rd ed. (Baltimore: Genealogical Publishing 

Company, 2015), 58.



Layered Citations

– Include both the physical source citation, then all 

of the digital source citation information, 

separating the two sections with a semicolon.

– A third section might be necessary if referencing 

the original microfilm reproduction of the source



Layered Citation Example

Mason County, Kentucky, “Marriage Bonds, Book 4, 

1855-1857,” Scott–Frank bond (2 September 1857);

database and digital images, “Kentucky Marriages, 

1797-1954,” image 305, FamilySearch

(https://familysearch.org : accessed 24 Jun 2012); 

citing FHL microfilm 281,846.
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Research 

Logs

A research log is a record of 
what you are looking for, 
where you looked, and what 
you found.



Why Use a Research Log

Track
• Track positive and negative searches

Note
• Note the date a database was searched.

Create
• Create source citations to be used other places.

Show
• Show at a glance what has been found. 



Why Use a Research Log?

Evaluate information and evidence.Evaluation

Be more productive and efficient in research.Efficiency

Avoid duplication of effort.Focus

Break through brick walls with better record keeping.Organization



What are different types of research logs?

THE RESEARCH 
NOTEBOOK

THE ELECTRONIC 
RESEARCH LOG

PRINTED  
RESEARCH LOG



The Research Notebook

Use for working on the collaborative FamilySearch FamilyTree or your 
Ancestry tree.

Note ID numbers and names of individuals to explore in the future.

Source citations are automatically created when attaching hints or 
records from these websites.

Track research done for the day and what to do next.



The Electronic Research Log

File

• Keep in your 
computer files with 
each ancestor or 
family

Cut and paste

• Cut and paste 
information from 
websites 

Add

• Add links to online 
records 



The Electronic Research Log

Create in a table format or a spreadsheetCreate in

Have multiple pages in a single spreadsheetHave

Sort columns in a spreadsheet to view specific searchesSort



Research Log: Table 

in a Word Document 

or Google Doc

– Customize your column 

headers

– Copy and paste info easily



Multi-page Research Log - Spreadsheet

Add a page for each generation or 
family member



Columns in a 

Research Log

Date

Repository

URL/Call#/Microfilm#

Searching for

Locality

Source citation

Results/comments



Negative Results / Comments

Use NIL for not 
in location

Detail all 
information



Example
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Why write your conclusions?

Make connections in your research and prove conclusions.

Demonstrate the breadth and excellence of your research. 

Preserve and share your research.



Write Conclusions in:

A Research Report

– Word document

– Google Doc

– Email to relatives

– Share on multiple sites (Ancestry, FamilySearch, etc.)



Elements of a 

Research Report

– Research Objective

– Background Information

– Body of the Report

– Conclusion

– Future Research Suggestions



Sample 

Report

John Johnson report





Present evidence that supports 

your conclusion

Explain the reasoning 
behind searching a 
certain record type.

1

Include negative as well 
as positive searches.

2

Use consistent, quality 
source citations for each 
genealogical statement.

3

Use bullet points, 
tables, abstracts, or 
transcriptions to clearly 
show the information 
from the source.

4



Explain difficult or 

conflicting evidence

Use qualifiers such as “possible,” 

“probable,” “almost certain,” “current 

hypothesis.” In genealogy writing you 

often can’t prove a conclusion 100%.



Future Research 

Suggestions

– A research report should always include ideas for 

the next research session.

– Include these at the end of the report in a bullet 

point format for ease of use.

– Suggest further research on extended family 

members found during the project.



Future Research 

Suggestions

TIP: Keep a running list as you research.

Example: 

Continue to search for cemetery records for the Dawson 

and Lewis family members. Expand the search to 

neighboring counties if necessary.





Doing a Research Project 

from Start to Finish

Strategies and Helps for Finishing



Tailor the Method to Your Level of 

Experience 

• Don’t start with a brick wall or difficult case

• Research in a time period with plentiful records (1850-1900)

• Learn from your experiences to improve

Your first time through the process:

• Apply the lessons learned from your first project

• Don’t give up

Your next time:



Research 

Project 

Document

Sections

1. Objective

2. Summary of Known Facts

3. Locality and background information

4. Research Plan

– Hypothesis

– List of identified sources to search

– Prioritized strategy (top 5 sources to search)

5. Written Conclusions

6. Future Research Ideas
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